
"FORM COMP AA 

See Rules 253 (C)254(c) (i),254(80)255(1) (iv) 

REPORT ABOUT THE MOTAR VEHICLES ACCIDENTS 
1 Name of the Police Station RAJURA DIST. CHANDRAPUR 

2 CR.No/TAR 0./SDE N0 23/2021 U/s 279, 304(a) IPC 1/w 184, 134 

M.V.Act

3 Date Time and place of the accident 17/01/2021 between 22.30 to 23.00 

On Road Near Rajura to Gadchandur near 

Pandharpovani gaon 

4 Name of the Injured/Deceased Deceased- Pravin Mahadev Bobade Age 38 yr 

R/o JavaharNaga, Rajura 

Tah Rajura Dist chandrapur 

Name of Hospital to which he/she was Sub Division Hospital Rajura 

removed 

Number of vehicles and type of the Motor cycle No. MH-34-BA-0714 

vehicle 

7 Name and address of the Driver of the Unknown

vehicle with particulars or Driving 

License of the said Driver and the 

address of the issuing Authority of the 

said Driving License. The Number of 

Badge in case of public Service Vehicle 

and the address of the Issuing Authority 

of the said Badge 

8 Name and address of the owner of the 

vehicle as it stands on the date of the 

accident 

9 Name and address of the insurance 

Company with whom the vehicle was 

insured and the Divisional Office of the 

said insurance Company.

10 Number of the insurance policy 

insurance Certificate and the Date of 

Validity of the insurance policy 

insurance Certificate 



Crime register against uRIO 
11 Action taken, if any and the result 

thereof 
Note- This form should accompany with all the necessary document 

viz(1)F.I.R.(2) Panchnama (3) Medical certificate/Post mortem Report. 

"THIS IS SYSTEM GENERATED DOCUMENT AND REQUIRES NO SIGNATURE" 

(stamp) 

qoti H, VIUTT 
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